Strategies for spiritual and moral development in the RE classroom
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In this section you will find a wide
variety of strategies that provide pupils
with opportunities to express their
ideas, understandings and questions
in RE in a creative way, for example
through art, collage, music, drawing, ICT,
storytelling, poetry and photography.
There are pupil activity sheets to
accompany some of the strategies: these
are found in the online resources PDF.
Sources of stories, images and films are
found on the inside back cover.
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Creative RE energises pupils’ thinking, gives them time
and opportunity to develop and express ideas and easily
enables teamwork to flourish. Good RE needs more
creative learning.
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See also
Trading places–3
Rumour mill–74
Mystery bag–83
Questioning images–87

Useful for
Exploring issues which
can be expressed in
terms of a continuum
between two opposites,
e.g. good and evil; peace
and war; love and hate;
justice and injustice.

See also
Human barchart–16
Natural collage–23
Yes or no–55

Useful for

Strategy

• Give pupils a photograph or image, e.g. the inside of a synagogue (Judaism); a Nativity
scene (Christianity); the Guru Granth Sahib being read in a gurdwara (Sikhism).
• Ask pupils to concentrate closely and then list four colours in the picture. They should
put them in order – from the colour shown most often to the colour shown least often.
They might do this by creating a colour chart that the artist/designer had used, showing the
colours used most often as a larger block of colour.
• Get pupils to compare their ideas about colours with another pupil who has worked on the
same – or a different – picture. Ask pupils: Why did the artist or the designer (of a
building, for example) use these colours? What is the importance of these colours? What
difference would it make if different colours had been used? Are the colours symbolic?
What do they mean?

20 Collage
Strategy

• Provide pupils with newspapers, colour supplements, magazines and glue, and ask them to
produce a collage of a given theme, e.g. evil, crucifixion, love. Scissors are not always
required as the act of tearing can be part of the process, and the rough edges symbolic.

Example: Good and evil collage

• Put pupils in groups. Explain that one corner of the paper represents evil and the opposite
corner represents good. The group then work together to create a collage depicting
a continuum or journey from the negative to the positive, using pictures, colours,
symbols, words torn or cut out of magazines and newspapers. The images express the
group’s ideas, feelings and questions about the issues; these can be shared with other
groups or the whole class. Ask pupils to write in fewer than 50 words: What does it
express? What works well?

21 Music
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Exploring how music
can express inner
feelings and beliefs.

19 Paintbox
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Getting young pupils
to be observant and
ask good questions.
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Useful for

See also

Making music–33
Observation–23
Feelings graph–96

Strategy

• Arrange the class in small groups of 4–5. Play several different types of music
(contemporary and classical) that express spiritual or religious feelings, stories, beliefs or
celebrations. Ask pupils to suggest some. Links to a wide collection of examples are found
on NATRE’s website (www.natre.org.uk) – ‘Developing RE through music’.
• Following each piece of music, ask the groups to share ideas about: (a) Why were the music
and/or lyrics written? (b) How might the composer have been feeling at the time? (c) What
did the composer want to convey? Feed ideas back to the class.
• Hold a group discussion about how music is used in society today and, in particular, in
religion.
• Ask pupils to suggest any genres of religious music they know, for example hymns praise
songs; kirtans (Sikhism); nasheeds (Islam); spirituals; classical pieces (e.g. Handel’s
Messiah); rock worship; songs for life’s milestones such as weddings and funerals.
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In this section you will find a wide
variety of strategies that provide pupils
with opportunities to express their
ideas, understandings and questions in
RE through talk: for example, through
discussion, debate, buzz groups, dialogue
using religious language accurately,
questioning images, and careful
observation.
There are pupil activity sheets to
accompany some of the strategies; these
are found in the online resources PDF
which accompanies this publication.
Sources of stories, images and films are
found on the inside back cover.
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Talking is an essential learning process. In RE, good
teaching guides and structures the ways pupils talk about
religion and belief, so that they learn a lot from each other.
Talk also clarifies things for the person doing the talking.
Children and young people often say that they especially
value RE for the range of discussion and argument it
provokes: teachers who want their lessons to be places of
spiritual and moral development need good strategies to
get pupils talking purposefully.
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See also
Freeze-frame–5
Re-enactment–7
Role play–9
Masks–24
What really matters?–50
Online resources PDF

Useful for
Enabling young pupils
to look carefully at
a picture to identify
what it conveys;
practising using
accurate religious
vocabulary.

See also

Strategy

• Pupils, working individually or in groups, draw a picture from a faith story they are
studying on each side of a cube. Each picture also has one or two words. The pictures can
either be drawn on a template (see the online resources PDF) which is then made up into a
cube, or pasted on to the sides of an existing box.
• Pupils throw the box from one to another. Each time it is caught the catcher must tell the
part of the story that is uppermost. A variation could be to play music and only when it
stops does the pupil holding the box tell the story.
• Stories might include: Queen Maya’s Dream (Buddhism); Genesis Creation Story
(Christianity); How Ganesha got his Elephant Head (Hinduism); Hanukkah (Judaism); The
Birth of Guru Nanak (Sikhism).

74 Rumour mill
Strategy

• Put pupils into groups of eight, and in each group identify pupils as Pair A, Pair B, Pair C
and Pair D.
• Give Pair A in each group of eight a picture to look at for a short time, e.g. a baptism
(Christianity); the outside of a mosque (Islam); a Torah scroll with mantle (Judaism). They
describe the picture as fully as they can to Pair B. Pair B describes the picture to Pair C,
who then describe it to Pair D. This generates confusion – it is a ‘rumour mill’ because the
quality of description as it passes through the stages usually declines.
• Pair D draw what they have had described to them.
• Ask each group to reveal their drawing and compare what they did with the original. What
were the key aspects of the picture that should have been described? What vocabulary
should have been used?

75 Yo-yo
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Drawing around–25
Picture extending–36
Pictures from
memory–93

73 Box story
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Supporting younger
pupils in identifying
the main parts of a
story.
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Useful for

Useful for

Encouraging paired or
small-group discussion;
consolidating learning.

See also

Reflection alley–53
Can of worms–76
Buzz groups–84
Talking circle–100

Strategy

• Put pupils into pairs and identify them as A and B.
• Identify a topic for discussion. Person A starts off the discussion by making a brief
statement, which Person B then ‘picks up’ and comments on or extends. Person A then
responds to the comment or extension and Person B responds again, and so on, passing the
statement back and forth, developing it as they go along.
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Many teachers note that pupils show good skills in
discussion, but do not capture their best ideas in writing.
This is often because writing tasks are not sharp enough,
or not imaginative enough. So RE learning needs excellent
task setting, so that writing is purposeful, clearly develops
ideas and concepts, and promotes reflection and thinking.
Younger children can write well in RE when the stimulus
is interesting and the words are accessible. Imaginative and
creative storytelling, for example, is a good starting point.

In this section you will find a wide
variety of strategies that provide pupils
with opportunities to develop their
ideas, understandings and questions
in RE through study of the writings
of others and written responses of
their own, for example through diaries
of reflection, Socratic questioning,
distinguishing between a variety of
beliefs and interpretations, perspectival
reading, form criticism, evaluative essay
writing, and critical thinking about texts,
stories and images.
There are pupil activity sheets to
accompany some of the strategies; these
are found in the online resources PDF.
Sources of stories, images and films are
found on the inside back cover.
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See also
Agony aunts–108
Different audiences–116

Useful for
Providing pupils with
opportunities for
quiet, structured
reflection on issues
of spiritual and moral
worth or concern.

See also

Strategy

• Choose a short film clip (e.g. five minutes) which is relevant to the topic pupils are studying
and give pupils the opportunity to watch it a couple of times. As they watch, ask pupils to
identify key words and messages.
• Ask pupils to imagine that the film is going to be produced as a DVD for distribution, and
their job is to write a 50–100 word blurb for the cover. This needs to say what the clip is
about and why it is worth watching.

104 Diary of reflection
Strategy

• Build into lesson activities, on a regular basis, opportunities for pupils to express their ideas
and insights into the work they have completed in the form of a confidential diary entry.
Sentence starters for entries can be provided by the teacher.
• Basic ground rules:
• Diaries of reflection are most effective when pupils are given regular opportunities to
complete them as a quiet, disciplined exercise in an atmosphere of reflection.
• Sentence starters can be written on the board and used as a starting point. As pupils get
more experienced with this activity, encourage them to suggest the starting points … but
always have some suggestions of your own ready.
• Confidentiality must be respected. No pupil’s reflections must be read out or seen by
other pupils, or teachers other than the class teacher, without the pupils’ permission.
• Pupils should know that their diaries are valued and stored securely by the teacher.
• From time to time the teacher should write a positive, encouraging or questioning
comment in response to one of the pupils’ reflections. These might be on sticky notes, in
order to maintain the privacy of the book for pupils.

105 Secret agent
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Wall of wisdom–56
Observation–58
Rucksack–64
Personal statement–66

103 Write the blurb
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Developing
understanding and
persuasive writing
skills.
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Useful for

Useful for

Developing
investigative writing
skills.

Strategy

• Pupils are secret agents. Their task is to infiltrate a particular group of people and report
back to their employer on the actions/beliefs/behaviour of the group. The purpose of the
investigation is to establish whether the group qualifies for an award, e.g. the ‘Award for
See also
Equality’.
• Provide pupils with the resources to carry out their investigation (e.g. books, internet
Fact or opinion–102
access, videos) and a simple structure for their report, asking for their evaluation of whether
Different audiences–116
or not the group qualifies for the Award, with their reasons clearly explained.
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This resource is only £24!

More Than 101 Great Ideas is an exciting and dynamic collection of 116 tried-and-tested practical classroom
strategies. These strategies support teachers in delivering excellent RE by encouraging the spiritual and moral
development of 5–16s, together with insightful guidance on learning and teaching.
The book is accompanied by a 40-page downloadable and photocopiable collection of templates and stimulus
materials to support delivery of many of the strategies outlined in the book.
To purchase your copy:
Visit shop.retoday.org.uk
Email sales@retoday.org.uk
Call 0121 472 4242
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